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Document History 

Name Type Description Date Version 
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Publication 

This document is intended for all Solar Demon users. 
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Introduction 

Delivery 

Solar Demon is a near real time dimming and EUV wave detector on quick-look SDO-AIA data. As 

dimmings and EUV waves are often the precursors of CMEs, careful detection and characterization of 

these features will aid space weather forecasters, leading to more accurate forecasts. A Solar Demon 

catalog is planned, which will help further research on dimmings and EUV waves. In this document 

the basic principles of the Solar Demon online catalogue will be explained. Solar Demon can be 

accessed from http://www.solardemon.oma.be/ 

Solar Demon is work in progress. This document will be updated as new features are implemented or 

other changes to the software occur. The latest version of this manual can be downloaded from the 

Solar Demon website. 

Definitions 

Term Description 

AFFECTS Advanced Forecast For Ensuring Communications Through Space. 
(http://www.affects-fp7.eu/ ) 

Solar Demon Solar Dimming and EUV wave Monitor (http://www.solardemon.oma.be/) 

 

Prerequisites 

 Solar Demon has been tested on Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome and Mozilla 

Firefox browsers.  

 Apple QuickTime plugin is required to view animations. 
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List of Images 

Link Description 

Image 1 Overview of detected events  
Image 2 Dimming and EUV wave characteristics 
Image 3 Flare characteristics  
Image 4 Dimming mask animations 
Image 5 Difference image animations 
Image 6 EUV wave difference image animations 
Image 7 EUV wave animated graphs 
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1. Overview of detected events 

The main page of Solar Demon shows an overview of detected events, as well as the current status of 

the detector, including the last processed image, last detected dimming, and last detection of a flare. 

 

Image 1: An overview of all detections. This is the first view when opening the web page. 

At the top right of the page the latest detections are shown as an animation. Below that, a list of all 

events can be seen. The list includes the start and end time, the dimming intensity, size, area on the 

surface of the sun, and a volume measurement which is the multiplication of the dimming area and 

intensity.   

Events are detected ‘on-the-fly’, the statistics and movies will update as new data is being processed 

by the Solar Demon monitor. When the user clicks on a start time, it will show the Dimming and EUV 

wave characteristics of the selected event. 
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2. Dimming and EUV wave characteristics 

When an event is selected, a page is shown describing the characteristics of the detected events, 

including a list of available animations as well as the evolution of the event over time. 

 

 

Image 2: An event shown in more detail. 

 

Characteristics include the time, intensity, size, volume, location, and the active region which is 

closest to the detected event. These characteristics are provided for each processed image during 

which the event was detected. 

At the top of the page a list of simultaneous flares, their detected brightness, and the location is 

shown, as well as links to all available animations and graphs of the selected event. 
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3. Flare characteristics 

 
Image 3: An overview of a selected flare. 

 

The overview for a selected flare displays the time, brightness, location and the active region 

closest to the detected flare (including the distance to and string of this active region). 
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4. Animations and graphs 

Solar Demon automatically produces several types of graphs and animations on-the-fly. A summary is 

given in the sections below. In all animations the surface area of the sun is highlighted by either a 

dark or light shade.  

 Dimming intensity animation 

 

Image 4: The shape and intensity of the detected dimming as seen in the dimming intensity animation 

The shape and intensity of the detected dimming is shown in the intensity mask animation.  

 Difference image animations 

 

Image 5: Animations are created for both base difference images (left) and percentage base difference images (right). 

 

Base difference animations show all the negative and positive intensity changes from the 

start of the event, by subtracting from each image a pre-event image.  
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The percentage base difference images are created by dividing each base difference image 

by the pre-event image. This produces images were changes in darker areas are accentuated 

and changes in brighter areas are made less apparent. 

 

 EUV wave difference image animations 

 

Image 6: From left to right: base difference, percentage base difference, and percentage running difference animations. 

Each of these animations show only those areas that were brighter, to accentuate a detected EUV wave. 

 

Three types of animations are created to show a detected EUV wave. All these animations 

only show details that became brighter compare to a reference image, the areas that 

became darker are left out to emphasize on the EUV wave. 

 

- A base difference animation shows all changes in the corona that became 

brighter since the beginning of the event. 

- A percentage base difference animation emphasizes on brightness increases in 

the darker areas of the corona, an increase in brightness in brighter areas are 

made less apparent. 

- A percentage running difference animation shows all changes between two 

subsequent images and usually shows the front of the EUV wave most clearly. 

This animation also emphasizes on changes in darker areas of the corona. 

 

 EUV wave animated graphs 
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Image 7: Radial intensity profiles per quadrant centered on the eruption for base difference images (left) and running 

difference images (right) 

Two graphs are created showing brightness changes in four quadrants around the center of 

the detected event. The base difference plot shows absolute brightness changes – both 

dimming and EUV wave – as a function of the distance to the eruption center. The running 

difference plot shows more clearly the front of an EUV wave and can be used to calculate the 

speed of the EUV wave in one of the four quadrants. 

 

The graphs are animated, showing the evolution of the dimming and EUV wave over time. It 

is possible to show the graphs for specific timestamps within the animations. 
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